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Abstract of Thesis 
 
The Effects of VMT on Travel Demand and Implied Equity Issues  
By 
De’Von Jennings 
Master of Science in Civil Engineering 
University of California, Irvine, 2019 
Professor Michael McNally, Chair 
 
 The purpose of this thesis was to analyze the California Household Travel Survey to 
examine any differences in travel behavior and demographics between two of California’s multi-
county Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) areas, the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) and the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). As these 
regions continue to grow, they have witnessed significant gentrification affecting marginalized 
communities that are already struggling against increasing costs of living. There were significant 
differences in both travel times and distance traveled with the SCAG region having values 
slightly higher than MTC. However, within each region there were significant differences in 
income and racial demographics at the county level. In SCAG, Orange County had the highest 
Average HH level incomes and San Bernardino and Imperial Counties having the lowest average 
HH level incomes. Within the MTC area African Americans and Native Americans were found 
to more likely walk and use public transit more than other group due to these groups having the 
lowest incomes out of other groups. Also, these groups tend to reside in Contra Costa and 
Alameda Counties which have the lowest housing costs in the MTC region. 
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1. Introduction 
Many factors influence travel behavior. A substantial amount of data is required to allow for 
reliable quantitative analysis, a requirement which has eased somewhat over the years due to 
technological advancements. In 2016 California had over 195 billion vehicle miles travelled 
(VMT) on state highways, increasing by 12.6% from 2008. The effect of decades of policies that 
encouraged urban sprawl throughout the state directly had an impact on VMT.  VMT has been 
increasing sharply since 1965 nationally, however by 2008 the VMT has started to decline due to 
extraordinary events such as the global financial crises, turmoil in energy markets, and budget 
constraints in government, all of which have significantly affected private, public, and 
commercial transportation. In response, policymakers have begun to consider new transportation 
policies such as congestion pricing, tighter fuel-efficiency standards, and vehicle-mileage based 
taxes.  
Recent studies indicate that fluctuations in national vehicle miles traveled per adult can be 
explained by measurable factors such as the price of fuel, the supply of highway infrastructure, 
and various macroeconomic variables (Dender, 2006). The impacts of the other factors are 
important to policy makers and are vocal points of policy debates especially in California. For 
example, research based on nationwide data indicates that per-mile fuel cost, personal income, 
the time cost of driving, urbanization, and highway capacity all significantly influence VMT per 
adult in the United States (Small, 2014). However less is known about the factors that affects 
VMT on the state level so obtaining California-specific estimates for the effect of these VMT 
factors could provide insight to transportation policy.  
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2. Literature Review 
California has one of the highest average commuting times in the nations with an average 
of 29.4 minutes in 2017, which is 13% higher than the national average (Caltrans, 2018). 
 
Survey 1 Average Commuting Time (mins) 
The effects of the urban sprawl across the state directly impacts vehicle miles traveled 
(VMT). With increased VMT there are increased traffic fatalities, and the amount of person trips 
made, which has increased each year (Ewing R, 2003). The increase of VMT directly correlates 
with increased traffic congestion in urban areas because there can be unlimited demand of 
drivers but there is limited supply of roadway facilities, which will influence facility 
performance of a roadway network. Facility performances are measured using Level-of-Service 
(LOS) (ranging from LOS A, free flow performance, to LOS F, gridlock traffic). The average 
LOS in the Los Angeles area is D, which means traffic is extremely heavy and stop and go, at 
least in peak travel periods. Research (Gillard, 1979) suggests that African-Americans have a 
14% higher average travel time than the average in California in comparison to any other ethnic 
group. which could mean that the demographic is more sensitive to changes like an increase in 
gas prices, toll pricing, and housing pricing, as well as transit prices and service quality. It is also 
thought that another contributor to higher travel time is the spatial mismatch of where these 
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specific groups live and work due to past discriminatory housing policies that have kept certain 
groups of people in certain areas. (Gillard, 1979). Racial differences in car-ownership rates are 
large, comparable in magnitude to the black-white difference in home-ownership rates (Oliver & 
Shapiro, 1997). Survey 2 shows that 24% of Black households do not own a vehicle compared to 
5% of white households which means that Black households are more likely to use public transit 
or walk.  
 
Survey 2 Car Ownership Percentage of Total HH (Raphael & Stoll, 2001) 
Traditionally, Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) focus on the information 
provided on specific Traffic Analysis zones (TAZs) which contain information related to 
population and income and the number of dwelling units in an area on a macro scale. Usually the 
simplest categories of trip generation are used to see if people are making home-based work trips 
(HBW), home based other (HBO), home based school (HBS), home based quick stop (HBQS), 
or non-home-based trips (NHB). This research uses the California Household Travel Survey for 
2012 to examine travel behavior at the micro-scale at the individual, household, and 
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demographic group level to allow for improved transportation planning and to create models of 
behavior that can address congestion. The approach is to organize the daily trips of individuals 
into home-based tours defined as a sequence of trips that start from home with the last trip 
ending back at home. A tour model can then be created to improve planning of more efficient 
means to travel considering the concept of system optimal level of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 
for the California network.  
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3. Goals and Objectives 
3.1 Goals 
 The goal of this research is to examine differences in the travel and activity patterns in 
the metropolitan areas of California over different demographic groups.  
 
3.2 Objectives 
The objectives of this research are to determine the similarities and differences in the 
travel patterns of diverse groups over selected regions. For example, do the average commuting 
distances and time vary over different regions? Do the number of daily trips or tours vary over 
regions? This is important because as congestion becomes worse across the State it has an impact 
on all users regarding cost in time and money give the wasted gasoline being consumed. There 
could be policies that would incentivize people to share trips which is part of managing 
passenger demand while improving mobility for disadvantaged populations. The policy changes 
can have a positive impact on how people are commuting in the different parts of California 
which in the long run can cut down on VMT and have a positive impact on lower social 
economical groups of people by encouraging more people whose tours are similar to ride-share, 
which will save costs in gasoline and travel time while encouraging an optimum user system 
network.  
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4. Methodology  
4.1 Data Preparation  
Travel data from the CHTS is organized for the surveyed households by tours and tour 
distances. With this there can be multiple tours generated by one household and multiple tours 
generated by a person in the household.  
4.2 Spatial Analysis 
With that data there can be a 3D plot generated from the locations of where the people are 
going and the trip distances in the X and Y coordinates in respect to time in the Z axis. This will 
give a better visual of how people are traveling in certain local areas daily. Next, organize the 
data based on the income and race of the travelers and compare them to see the differences in 
their travel behaviors using the program R.  
4.3 Classify Trips and Tours   
Organize the activities performed by each person and household data by home base work, 
home base other, or non-home base. 
4.4  Modes and Distances 
Organize the data by travel modes and find the average tour distance and time used for each 
specific travel mode. Then find the trip activity durations by travel purpose and obtain the data 
on the age, race, income, and the city the households are leaving and going to. This data will be 
used for engineering based statistical analyses of these different factors involved with the trip 
types made and the travel distances. 
4.5 Trip Generation  
With the data collected, perform a linear regression so a trip generation model can be 
created for each region of California which could predict how people travel in different regions 
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of California. It is assumed that the travel behavior under LA Metropolitan area is different from 
the travel behavior from the Central valley and the Bay area. Both T-test or F-test will be used to 
assess the travel time parameters in each region, then a hypothesis test will be made to test the 
variances of the different regions of California. 
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5. Results & Discussion 
5.1 Assumptions and Information About Data 
Using the data of the California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) 2012 there were 
assumption that were made because of the nature of the data that was collected. Some people had 
incomplete surveys or did not fill them out correctly. Also, other issues were that it was assumed 
the surveys day starts from 0300 to 0259 and the person is at their home location which is not 
always true because some people might work late shifts or someone might have a job that 
requires constant travelling. Another problem was that the CHTS 2012 version that is public 
scrubbed the GIS coordinates out because of privacy laws and I would have to go through an 
extensive process to get that information. I was only able to do a 2D graph of the travel distances 
in respect to time.  
This research used data from Metropolitan planning Organizations (MPO) which deals 
with specific urban regions of the State. Appendix A shows the different MPOs in the State of 
California. Some MPOs have one county and others might have several counties depending on 
the populations in the areas.  The data collected focused on the Southern California Association 
of Government (SCAG), and data from the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). 
 
5.2 SCAG Results 
The SCAG region has approximately just over 15 million people and is expected to almost 
double by 2040.  Using the CHTS 2012 data, the data base was made into a data frame for the 
SCAG region.  The code below organizes the data into 223,132 observations by 27 variables 
matrix. The code lines 7-12 below groups the activities into 5 bins based on the raw data from 
the CHTS 2012. These bins are #1 Home Activities, #2 Work Activities, #3 School Activities, #4 
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Quick Stops/Shopping, and #5 Other Activities. Code lines 14-34 are codes to organize the Tour 
number by each group and combines the household id with the person number id so there is a 
better understanding of the individual person in each household. A tour is a loop trip that a 
person makes that starts from home and ends back at home. The trip can have other stops and 
activities on the way for example if a person starts at home then goes to work and then goes back 
home that equals one tours. Another example is if a person goes from home to work then to the 
store and then back home that is still one tour. This tour just had extra activities that were being 
performed.  
 
 
1. # Code that works for Assigning Trip type   
2. #1<- Home Activities   
3. #2<- Work Activities   
4. #3<- School Activities   
5. #4<- Quick Stops/Shopping   
6. #5<- Other Activities   
7. SCAG$TripType<-ifelse(SCAG$purpose<=8,1,   
8.                                       
9.    ifelse(SCAG$purpose>=9 & SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$purpose<16,2,   
10.              ifelse(SCAG$purpose>=17 & SCAG$purpose<20,3,   
11.                      ifelse(SCAG$purpose>=21 & SCAG$purpose<24,4,5   
12.                                                  ))))   
13. # To Organize the Tour Number for each  person in the House Hold ID    
14. test = SCAG#[1:100,]   
15. test$tour <- NA   
16. test$personID <- paste(test$sampno,test$perno)   
17. test[1,26] = 1   
18. for(i in 2:nrow(test)){   
19.   if (test[i,2] == test[i-1,2]){# sample   
20.     if(test[i,3] == test[i-1,3]){# person   
21.       if(test[i,25] != 1){# trip   
22.         test[i,26] <- test[i-1,26]   
23.       }else if(test[i,25] == 1 && test[i-1,25] == 1){   
24.         test[i,26] <- test[i-1,26]   
25.       }else{   
26.         test[i,26] <- test[i-1,26] + 1   
27.       }   
28.     }else{   
29.       test[i,26] <- 1   
30.     }   
31.   }else{   
32.     test[i,26] <- 1   
33.   }   
34. }   
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Various statistical analyses were applied throughout this study. Figure 1 shows a probability 
density function graph of the distances of each trip that was taken. The mean duration of the trips 
in the SCAG region was 22 minutes which varies slightly from other sources that claims that 
people in LA Metropolitan area spend about 27 minutes. Figure 2 shows the average distances of 
trips that are taken in the SCAG region which are 11 miles. For each mile within the SCAG 
region it takes 2 minutes to travel which can indicate congestion in the region. This data could 
also be broken down further into summary statistics of the 6 SCAG counties which would have 
slightly different results which is shown in Table 1-7. San Bernardino and Riverside Counties 
have the highest average commuting times at 22 minutes and the 75 percentiles of trips are made 
in 25 minutes or less. This summary statistic gives an idea of the commute from Riverside 
County and San Bernardino County to LA and Orange Counties for employment even though 
most trips are made within the same county. There are 4,925,000 jobs in LA County, 1,542,200 
in Riverside and San Bernardino County, 335,800 in Ventura County, and 1,654,500 in Orange 
County (State of California Employement Development Department , 2018).  Los Angeles 
County and Orange County hold the largest amount of the employment of the regional area and 
have the highest volume of commuting traffic.  
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Analysis of Trip Duration 
 
 
Figure 1: Frequency of Trip Duration 
 
  Min.    1st Qu.  Median Mean    3rd Qu.   Max.    NA's  
   1.00    8.00   15.00   21.74   25.00   1048.00   64034  
Table 1: Summary of Trip Duration SCAG 
  
1. # Plotting Data of SCAG DENSITY of TRIP DURATION   
2. gd<-
ggplot(data = SCAGDATAFORTHESIS)+geom_density(aes(x=prev_trip_duration_min),bins=50)   
3. gd+xlim(0,100)   
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LA County 
  
Table 2 : LA County Trip Summaries 
 
San Bernardino 
  
Table 3: San Bernardino Trip Summaries 
 
Orange 
  
Table 4: Orange County Trip Summaries 
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Riverside 
  
Table 5: Riverside County Trip Summaries 
Imperial 
  
Table 6: Imperial County Trip summaries 
Ventura 
  
Table 7: Ventura County Trip Summaries 
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Figure 2: Density Plot of trip distance Travelled 
 
An analysis on the type of trip activities that were made are shown in Figure 3. The most 
frequent trips were home trips followed by other. Other represents any trip that does not fit into 
the trip categories. Usually trips either start from home or will end at home so it would make 
sense that most activities are home based activities. F1-1 shows the education levels of the 
SCAG population. A large proportion of SCAG population non-high school graduates and then 
Bachelors’ degree. This shows that there will be class gaps between these groups which will have 
  Min.     1st Qu.   Median     Mean    3rd Qu.            
    0.00     1.14     2.98    10.36     8.03           
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a significant impact the minority groups income.  Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of the trip 
distance in respect to trip time and Figure 5 shows a logarithmic version of the plot. There is a 
linear relationship between these two functions. Showing this graph is important because the 
relationship is illustrated, as the trip duration increases so does the trip time. There are two 
clusters in the data one is around 0 which shows that there were not any trips taken for that day 
and it shows that the number cannot be lower than 0 because distance and time cannot be 
negative. The other cluster is closer to a linear relationship between increasing distance and 
increasing time proportionately.  
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Education Level 
 
 
F-1 1: Education Level 
lookup_education 
id description 
1 Not a high school graduate, 12 grade or less (THIS INCLUDES VERY YOUNG CHILDREN TOO) 
2 High school graduate (high school diploma or GED) 
3 Some college credit but no degree 
4 Associate or technical school degree 
5 Bachelors or undergraduate degree 
6 Graduate degree (includes professional degree like MD, DDs, JD) 
7 OTHER, SPECIFY 
8 DK 
9 RF 
  
1. test$education<-factor(test$education)   
2. Top.education<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6')   
3. temps3<- test[test$education %in% Top.education,]   
4. ggplot(data=temps3)+ geom_bar(aes(x=education,fill=education))  
17 
 
Analysis of Trip Purpose (Trip Type) 
 
 
Figure 3: Count of Trip Type/Activity Type  
1. temp<-SCAGDATAFORTHESIS[SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$TripType %in% Trip.Types, ]   
2. #labels=c('Home', 'Work', 'School', 'Quick Stops', 'Other')   
3.    
4. #seeing relationships between distance and trip duration   
5. ggplot(data=temp)+ geom_bar(aes(x=TripType))   
1) Home 2) Work 3) School 4) Quick 
Stop 
5) Other 
18 
 
 
Trip Duration versus Trip Distance
 
 
 
Figure 4: Trip Duration VS Trip Distance 
  
1. #tRIP DURATIOn vs trip Distance   
2. #LM   
3. plot1lm<-
ggplot(data=SCAGDATAFORTHESIS) + geom_point(aes(x=trip_distance_miles, y=prev_trip_dura
tion_min))   
4. plot1lm+xlim(0,200)   
19 
 
 
Trip Distance Log Model 
 
 
Figure 5: Log Trip Duration VS Trip Distance 
 
There are categorical values of the mode people chooses to use by race. It has been 
proven that African Americans are group that rely on public transportation the most heavily out 
of any other race. Figure 6 show the categorical values of each race using specific modes of 
transport. Figure 7 is a density plot that is binned to show most of the type of trips that are being 
1. #lOG MODEL   
2. plot1log<-
ggplot(data=SCAGDATAFORTHESIS) + geom_point(aes(x=trip_distance_miles, y=prev_trip_dura
tion_min))+scale_x_log10()   
3. plot1log+xlim(0,200)   
20 
 
taken. The highest concentration of trips is within 6 miles, but the mean distances of trips are 11 
miles.  Figure 8 shows the data of the age group distribution with the highest group of 
participants (50%) in the survey were aged 40-69.  The 0-9 age group has more respondents than 
the 20-29 age group which is shocking but could be because the parents of the 0-9 age group are 
typically in the 40-49 age group and probably completes the surveys for their children. The 20-
29 age group are the young adults/college students/recent graduates which those groups of 
people might not want to take the time to fill out the surveys because of the survey lengths.  
Race versus Mode Usage 
 
 
Figure 6: Race and Mode 
  
1. plot2<-ggplot(data=SCAGDATAFORTHESIS) + geom_point(aes(x=race1, y=mode),col=2)   
2. plot2+xlim(0,10)   
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Trip Distance 
 
 
Figure 7: Trip distances Frequency 
1. SINGLEVAR1aa<-ggplot(SCAGDATAFORTHESIS, aes(x=trip_distance_miles, fill=..count..)) +   
2.   geom_histogram(bins=100) +   
3.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "green", high = "blue")   
4. SINGLEVAR1aa+xlim(0,50)   
  Min.     1st Qu.   Median     Mean    3rd Qu.            
    0.00     1.14     2.98    10.36     8.03           
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Figure 8: Age Groups 
Age 
Bin            
0 to 9 
10 to 
19 
20 to 
29 
30 to 
39 
40 to 
49 
50 to 
59 
60 to 
69 
70 to 
79 
80 to 
89 
90 to 
99 DK RF 
18996 27905 17084 22287 34421 44773 33298 11726 4317 618 1751 5655 
 
The data for activity purposes were analyzed and put into a pie chart shown in Figure 9. It is 
shown that 60% of activities that were listed in the survey were home based activities which 
could range in a lot of different activities from sleeping to cooking to just cleaning. 29% of the 
other activities are work related and 8% are school related. This means that generally during the 
weekday people have a fixed schedule that revolves around going to work and staying at home 
and maybe some other miscellaneous activities but those are rare maybe weekly events like 
23 
 
going to the grocery store. Which for every-day activities 87% of these trips are made by 
automobile which Figure 10 illustrate. About 9% of the trips are made by walking and the rest 
are by alternative modes like busses, trains, etc. This shows that LA Metropolitan area is reliant 
heavily on automobiles which is shown with the large number of freeways that connects the 
SCAG region. The amount of demand on the limited supply of infrastructure causes the worst 
congestion in the country and induced demand that the SCAG region faces. 
 
Figure 9: Activity Purpose 
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Activity Grouping  
1 Home 
2 Work 
3 School 
4 Quick Stops 
5 Other 
6 DK 
7 RF 
8 NA 
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Transport Mode 
 
Figure 10: Mode of Transport 
Transportation Mode      
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
19246 2041 112 241 88608 41023 1130 394 
        
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
224 203 240 2 202 156 3070 74 
        
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
93 866 97 5 153 3 36 211 
 
    
25 26 27 28 
162 433 12 34 
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lookup_travelmode 
id description 
1 Walk 
2 Bike 
3 Wheelchair / Mobility Scooter 
4 Other Non Motorized 
5 Auto / Van / Truck Driver 
6 Auto / Van / Truck Passenger 
7 Carpool / Vanpool 
8 Motorcycle / Scooter / Moped 
9 Taxi / Hired Car / Limo 
10 Rental Car/Vehicle 
11 Private Shuttle (Supershuttle, Employer, Hotel) 
12 Greyhound Bus 
13 Plane 
14 Other Private Transit 
15 Local Bus, Rapid Bus 
16 Express Bus / Commuter Bus (Golden Gate, AC Trans) 
17 Metro Orange / Silver Line 
18 School Bus 
19 Public Transit Shuttle 
20 AirBART/LAX Flyaway 
21 Dial-a-Ride / Paratransit (Access Services) 
22 Amtrak Bus 
23 Other Bus 
24 Bart, Metro Red / Purple Line 
25 Ace, Amtrak, Caltrain, Metrolink, Coaster/Sprinter 
26 VTA,Muni Metro,Blue/Green/Gold Line,Sacrmnto. SRT 
27 Street Car / Cable Car / Trolley 
28 Other Rail 
29 Ferry / Boat 
98 Unknown 
99 Unknown 
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More summary statistics were provided on the SCAG Region on counties, cities, and zip 
codes that the survey participants lived in. Most survey participants resided in Los Angeles 
County while the second highest is Orange County. This is not surprising considering the 
population of LA County is about 11 million and Orange County is 4 million. After that it drops 
off to 3 million or less for the other counties in SCAG. The analysis broke down the respondents 
based on cities that they reside in shown in Table 8 to give the reader ideas of the weight factor 
that Los Angeles holds in the survey. Los Angeles had the highest amount of survey respondents 
since it is the largest city by far compared to any other city in this region.  The next city was 
Riverside which is a large city but had more survey participants than Long Beach which is a 
larger city in the SCAG Region. Pasadena is ranked number 4 in the travel cities but the size of 
the city is nowhere as large as other cities in the region, but it could be the proximity to 
Downtown Los Angeles and the amount of commercial businesses that attracts large amounts of 
people to travel to that city.  
Table 9 shows the most frequent zip code that was travelled to and this was 92243 which 
is a zip code in El Centro, California, Imperial County. This is not what would be expected since 
this is a more rural/ larger town setting and it borders Yuma, Arizona and Mexicali, Mexico. 
Usually with towns like these there are less zip codes that are used within the town limits. 
Sometimes the entire town is under this one zip code which caused it to have the highest single 
zip code travelled to.  
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Respondents by County 
 
 
Figure 11: SCAG Survey Respondents County 
lookup_countyid 
home_county_id County Name 
1 Alameda 
3 Alpine 
5 Amador 
7 Butte 
9 Calaveras 
11 Coulsa 
13 Contra Costa 
15 Del Norte 
17 El Dorado 
19 Fresno 
1. SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$county_id<-factor(SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$county_id)   
2.           Top.county<-c('25','37','59','65','71','111')   
3. temps1<- SCAGDATAFORTHESIS[SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$county_id %in% Top.county,]   
4.            ggplot(data=temps1)+ geom_bar(aes(x=county_id,fill=county_id))   
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21 Glenn 
23 Humboldt 
25 Imperial 
27 Inyo 
29 Kerno 
31 Kings 
33 Lake 
35 Lassen 
37 Los Angeles 
39 Madera 
41 Marin 
43 Mariposa 
45 Mendocino 
47 Merced 
49 Modoc 
51 Mono 
53 Monterey 
55 Napa 
57 Nevada 
59 orange 
61 Placer 
63 Plumas 
65 Riverside 
67 Sacramento 
69 San Benito 
71 
San 
Bernardino 
73 San Diego 
75 San Francisco 
77 San Joaquin 
79 
San Luis 
Obispo 
81 San Mateo 
83 Santa Barbara 
85 Santa Clara 
87 Santa Cruz 
89 Shasta 
91 Sierra 
93 Siskiyou 
95 Solano 
97 Sonoma 
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99 Stanislaus 
101 Sutter 
103 Tehama 
105 Trinity 
107 Tulare 
109 Tuolumne 
111 Ventura 
113 Yolo 
115 Yuba 
 
 
Table 8: City Data 
  
Table 9: Zip Code 
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 Capturing activites can be a difficult task in surveys because of the great variety of 
options that people have to put down in surveys. Often  people do not fill out surveys correctly or 
might forget details when filling out a survey. It was found from a data analysis that the average 
activity duration is 300 minuites which is roughtly 5 hours shown in Table 10. Table 11 shows 
the most freqent departure and arrival times which the highest is 0800 for the arrival time and 
1800 for the departure time. This summary statistic shows that the frequent leaving times fall 
right during the peak traffic hours during the day which is helpful to get an idea of when people 
decide to leave their homes or work locations. The survey starts at 0300 so every respondent has 
0300 and 0259 as arrival and departure time so that top row was ommitted.  
 Figure 12 illustrates the number of trips on average an household  take and on average there 
are 3.35 trips which would be approximately 4 trips per household and the average numbers of 
places travelled per person is 4 trips per person which the same.  The trip activity count shown in 
Table 13 average is 1.6 person per day which means it is about 2 activities per person per day. 
The numbers behind this do not really make sense because it includes the  population who stayed 
at home in the surey and did not travel on the survey days or do any extra trip activities. 
However, it is an average of 4 places travelled to per day according to Table 14. Tour activies are 
defined as starting at home and ending back at home  is one tour, which could include other stops 
made inbetween. This allows to have an understanding how many times people leave home and 
come back in a 24 hour period. Table 15 shows the tour numbers and on average a individual 
does 1.5 tours or 2 tours per day which is reasonable. A person can leave home from work and go 
straight back home: then leave home again to go shopping or doing other activities then return 
back home which would equate to having 2 tours for that day.  
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Table 10: Activity Duration  
 
Table 11: Frequent Depart/Arrival Times 
 
Table 12: Trip Numbers 
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Table 13: Activity Count 
  
Table 14: Place Number 
 
Table 15: Tour 
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Not Sure What This Shows 
1. #Pie Chart County ID   
2. ggplot(temps1, aes(x=factor(1), fill=county_id))+    
3.       geom_bar(width = 1)+ coord_polar(theta='y',start=0,direction = 1)   
 
 
Figure 12: County id Pie Chart 
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Figure 13: Gender 
 
Gender   
Male Female DK 
105,776 116,646 709 
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Figure 14: CHTS Participants by County 
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Figure 15: Travel Activity 
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Figure 16: Trip Purpose 
Trip 
Purpose            
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
               
78,060     22,679  
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1,49
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2,33
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7,11
1  
 
10,0
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103  
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399  
   
4,28
9  
       
808  
       
277  
       
413  
   
9,12
8  
   
9,71
1  
   
1,75
0  
       
460  
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3,20
4  
   
1,812  
 
12,2
30  
   
1,07
0  
   
2,94
0  
   
2,34
0  
   
7,07
9  
   
2,18
9  
   
3,21
2  
   
3,60
5  
   
1,75
5  
   
2,95
1  
   
7,99
3  
   
1,54
5  
39 99 
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4,73
6  
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lookup_activitypurpose 
id description 
1 PERSONAL ACTIVITIES (SLEEPING, PERSONAL CARE, LEISURE, CHORES) 
2 PREPARING MEALS/EATING 
3 HOSTING VISITORS/ENTERTAINING GUESTS, 
4 EXERCISE (WITH OR WITHOUT EQUIPMENT)/PLAYING SPORTS  
5 STUDY / SCHOOLWORK 
6 WORK FOR PAY AT HOME USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
7 
USING COMPUTER/TELEPHONE/CELL OR SMART PHONE OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE 
FOR PERSONAL ACTIVITIES 
8 ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES AT MY HOME 
9 WORK/JOB DUTIES 
10 TRAINING 
11 MEALS AT WORK 
12 WORK-SPONSORED SOCIAL ACTIVITIES (HOLIDAY OR BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS, ETC) 
13 NON-WORK RELATED ACTIVITIES (SOCIAL CLUBS, ETC) 
14 EXERCISE/SPORTS 
15 VOLUNTEER WORK/ACTIVITIES,  
16 ALL OTHER WORK-RELATED ACTIVITIES AT MY WORK 
17 IN SCHOOL/CLASSROOM/LABORATORY,  
18 MEALS AT SCHOOL/COLLEGE 
19 AFTER SCHOOL OR NON-CLASS-RELATED SPORTS/PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
20 
ALL OTHER AFTER SCHOOL OR NON-CLASS RELATED ACTIVITIES (LIBRARY, BAND REHEARSAL, 
CLUBS, ETC) 
21 CHANGE TYPE OF TRANSPORTATION/TRANSFER (WALK TO BUS, WALK TO/FROM PARKED CAR),  
22 PICKUP/DROP OFF PASSENGER(S) 
23 DRIVE THROUGH MEALS (SNACKS, COFFEE, ETC.) [SHOW IF PTYPE <> 1 (HOME)] 
24 DRIVE THROUGH OTHER (ATM, BANK) [SHOW IF PTYPE <> 1] 
25 WORK-RELATED (MEETING, SALES CALL, DELIVERY) 
26 SERVICE PRIVATE VEHICLE (GAS, OIL, LUBE, REPAIRS) 
27 ROUTINE SHOPPING (GROCERIES, CLOTHING, CONVENIENCE STORE, HH MAINTENANCE) 
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28 
SHOPPING FOR MAJOR PURCHASES OR SPECIALTY ITEMS (APPLIANCE, ELECTRONICS, NEW 
VEHICLE, MAJOR HH REPAIRS) 
29 HOUSEHOLD ERRANDS (BANK, DRY CLEANING, ETC.) 
30 PERSONAL BUSINESS (VISIT GOVERNMENT OFFICE, ATTORNEY, ACCOUNTANT) 
31 EAT MEAL AT RESTAURANT/DINER 
32 HEALTH CARE (DOCTOR, DENTIST, EYE CARE, HIROPRACTOR, VETERINARIAN) 
33 CIVIC/RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES 
34 
OUTDOOR EXERCISE (PLAYING SPORTS/JOGGING, BICYCLING, WALKING, WALKING THE DOG, 
ETC.) 
35 INDOOR EXERCISE (GYM, YOGA, ETC.) 
36 ENTERTAINMENT (MOVIES, WATCH SPORTS, ETC) 
37 SOCIAL/VISIT FRIENDS/RELATIVES 
38 OTHER (SPECIFY) [NOTE: LISTED ON DIARY] (O_APURP) 
39 LOOP TRIP (FOR INTERVIEWER ONLY-NOT LISTED ON DIARY) 
99 DONT KNOW/REFUSED 
 
 Many people struggle to find housing in the SCAG region due to the high demand and 
high prices of homes. 75% of the housing in California are in low-density urban areas which 
makes it difficult for people who do not drive to have access to public transit routes. This has a 
greater magnitude of effects on minority areas because they have less utility to choose where 
they live. Figure 20 shows the racial demographics of the survey participants which were 
majority white however the SCAG region is made of largely Latino population. Figure 21 shows 
out the income of the survey participants.  Most of the incomes fall within $50K to $149.9K.   
There were questions in the survey about people’s living situation which a higher percentage of 
people did not want to reveal the information, but a data analysis was performed on the data was 
obtained. Most people own their own homes in this survey and live in single unit detached 
dwellings but since the survey population is majority White it does not truly represents home 
ownership across racial groups. This type of housing set up across California affects land use 
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patterns if most areas have low density housing which contributes to the heavy reliability on 
automobiles.  
 
 
 
Figure 17: Home Ownership 
Home Own    
1 2 3 4 5 
166905 55309 273 343 301 
 
 
 
75%
25%
0%
0%
0%
Home Type
1
2
3
4
5
Home 
Own  
1 
Own 
/Buying 
2 Rent 
3 Other 
4 DK 
5 RF 
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Home Own  
1 
Own 
/Buying 
2 Rent 
3 Other 
4 DK 
5 RF 
 
 
Figure 18: Residence Type 
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Figure 19: Resident Chart 
Residence Type         
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
164976 17930 4609 8130 13500 13680 23 69 135 79 
 
 
lookup_residencetype 
id description 
1 Single family house not attached to any other house 
2 
Single family house attached to one or more houses (townhouse, duplex, triplex) each with 
separate entry 
3 A mobile home 
4 Building with 2-4 apartments/ condos / studios /rooms 
5 Building with 5-19 apartments/ condos / studios / rooms  
6 
Building with 2 or more apartments/ condos / studios / rooms[NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: 
includes dorms, etc.] 
7 Boat, RV, Van, etc. 
97 Other specify  
98 DK 
99 RF 
 
 
0
20000
40000
60000
80000
100000
120000
140000
160000
180000
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Residence Type
Series3
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Figure 20: Race 
id description 
1 White 
2 
Black or 
African 
American 
3 
American 
Indian or 
Alaska 
Native 
4 Asian 
5 
Native 
Hawaiian or 
Pacific 
Islander 
97 Other 
98 DK 
99 RF 
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Figure 21: Income Bin for All Racial Groups in SCAG (Series 2) 
id description 
1 $0 to $9,999 
2 
$10,000 to 
$24,999 
3 
$25,000 to 
$34,999 
4 
$35,000 to 
$49,999 
5 
$50,000 to 
$74,999 
6 
$75,000 to 
$99,999 
7 
$100,000 to 
$149,999 
8 
$150,000 to 
$199,999 
9 
$200,000 to 
$249,999 
10 $250,000 or more 
11 DK 
12 RF 
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5.3 Regression Generation Models 
 Regression models are commonly used to see if there are correlations between 
independent variables. For this project there were 4 regression models that were used to evaluate 
the best fit correlation. Model 1 is showing the trip distance in respect to income and race. There 
is a weak correlation that shows for each racial group that as income increases then their trip 
distances tend to decrease slightly. The significance level (alpha) is set at 0.1 which is less than 
the P value, which was 0.79. The data is not significant.   From the graphs its shows that Asians 
and Pacific Islanders to start off with a higher trip distance than the other groups for some reason 
that is unknown and would need to be evaluated in another study. Model 4 shows the same data 
set but uses all the data in the survey and it has a strong correlation with the P value at 0.02.   
 Model 2 showed the correlation between trip duration with income and race. The model 
showed that Island Pacific and African Americans have the longest trip durations out of other 
groups which are in the range of 25-30 minutes. Also, as their income groups increase their trip 
duration increases also which is interesting results. It has been known that African Americans 
tend to use public transit the most out of any racial group which could have a significant increase 
in travel time compared to using an automobile. The p value in this regression model was 0.3 
which is closer to 0.1 but still over, the p value is not significant.  
 Model 3 shows the correlation between race income and education by taking a random 
sample of the population.  shockingly the results show that Native Americans are the lowest in 
education followed by African Americans. This is a significant gap between these groups and all 
the other groups. As income rises education slightly increases in these groups which could mean 
that income and education can have a positive correlation. The p value is 0.01, which means that 
this p-value is marginally significant.  
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 Model 4 has a p value of 0.027 which is significant. This model compares trip distance to 
income, and race by using a binary variable of either the group is white or not White. The results 
show that White trip distances are longer than the other groups and race is a significant factor in 
this regression model. 
  
 
Model 1: Trip Distance Vs Income, Race 
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Model 2: Trip Duration Income and Race 
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Model 3: Education Income Race 
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1. #LM Plot   
2. LMplot4<-
plot(test$income[test$race1=="1"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="1"], col=2,pch=
16, ylim=c(0,100),   
3.               xlim=c(0,10), xlab="Income",ylab = "Trip Distance",   
4.               main = "TripDistance VS Income,Race")   
5.   
6. #POINTS FOR f2    
7.    
8. points(test$income[test$race1=="2"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="2" ], col=3,p
ch=16)   
9.   
10. # Points for f3   
11. points(test$income[test$race1=="3"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="3" ], col=4,p
ch=16)   
12.   
13. # Points for f4   
14. points(test$income[test$race1=="4"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="4" ], col=5,p
ch=16)   
15.   
16. #Points for f5   
17. points(test$income[test$race1=="5"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="5" ], col=6,p
ch=16)   
18.   
19. #Points for f97   
20. points(test$income[test$race1=="97"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="97" ], col=7
,pch=16)   
21.   
22. #Points for f98   
23. points(test$income[test$race1=="98"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="98" ], col=8
,pch=16)   
24.   
25. #Points for f99   
26. points(test$income[test$race1=="99"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="99" ], col=9
,pch=16)   
27.   
28. #REGRESSION LINE   
29. #LINE F1   
30. abline(a=10.79,b=0.01,col=2, lwd=3)   
31. #LINE F2   
32. abline(a=9.35,b=0.01,col=3, lwd=3)   
33. #LINE F3   
34. abline(a=8.53,b=0.01,col=4, lwd=3)   
35. #Line F4   
36. abline(a=9.17,b=0.01,col=5, lwd=3)   
37. #Line F5   
38. abline(a=11,b=0.01,col=6, lwd=3)   
39. #LINE F6   
40. abline(a=9.2,b=0.01,col=7, lwd=3)   
41. #Line F7   
42. abline(a=6.31,b=0.01,col=8, lwd=3)   
43. #Line F8   
44. abline(a=9.02,b=0.01,col=9, lwd=3)   
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Model 4: Trip Distance Miles, Income, Race All Data 
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Model 4B: Zoomed in of Model 4 
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Regression models are useful to determine if there are relationships between numerous 
variables however for complex evaluations like this, they do not really explain the causation. 
Model 4 is the best model to represent Trip distance in respect to income and race.  A lot of 
causations with these variables have to do with historic discrimination to specific minorities in 
the government and private sectors in income, jobs, housing, and countless fields. To find the 
root of the causations of these there would need to be another study that investigates land use 
practices and the effects of redlining neighborhoods and how that legacy has carried over to the 
future.   
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6. Example Household Space Time Movements 
This section focuses on an example, 1-person household that used the space time graph. 
Figure 22 shows a random person travel distance in respect to time. Originally the study was 
supposed to use 3D graphing with geo-coordinates however it is a lengthy process to get that 
information due to privacy laws. From the information given it was possible to derive the 
distance that they are travelling for each trip starting from home and ending at home. This graph 
shows the distances away from home this person is based off of the trip distance, zip code, and 
activity information that was given. For this person it was easy to tell the distances from home 
that he travelled based on his activities that he put on his survey. From reading this graph it 
shows that the bulk of his travel happened between 0800 and 1300 and then the person returned 
home for the rest of the day.  
 
 
Figure 22 Random Person Time Space Diagram 
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People’s travel behavior varies greatly, and it is difficult to capture every detail 
that a person does every minute of the day. Figure 23 shows the cumulative distance in 
respect to time of a two-person household. Around 0730 is when the household person1 
and two are leaving the home. Person 1 (Orange) has far cumulative trip that is about 150 
miles which could indicate that this person travelled out of town for the day. Person 2 
(Blue) seemed to travel 30 miles for the day which indicates they probably went to work 
or school and then back home in the local area.  
 
 
Figure 23:Distance Vs Time Graph 
 
Figure 24 shows another random two-person household travel distance in respect to time. 
It has been shown that people start their days at different times of day. This specific plot shows 
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person 2 leaving the house around 0930 and travelling around 100 miles through the course of 
the day. This could mean that this person commutes a long distance since in the SCAG region 
people do unusually long commutes around the area and it could be a 50-mile commute in one 
direction.  Person 1 seemed to start his/her day around noon and drove about 25 miles for the 
whole day.   
 
 
Figure 24: Another 2 Person HH 
Figure 25-27 shows the  average travel distance behavior by racial groups. It is shown that 
caucasion group seems to travel the furthest distance out of any other racial groups on a daily 
basis. This could be because this group of demographics tend to live in suburban settings and 
commute into the city for work. African Americans and Native Americans tend to have the 
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lowest travel distances which probably is correlated to the majority of African Americans that are 
in urban settings across the country and the usually the jobs are within the central business 
district. The causation why Native American groups travel a low amount of miles is unknown in 
this study. 
 
 
Figure 25: Travel Distance By Race 
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Figure 26:Travel Distance Race Line 
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Figure 27: Travel Distance Race 
Figure 28 shows the travel behavior daily of a 4-person household. With this graph it 
illustrates how different each person travel behavior is even if they are in the same household. 
Some of the trips are shared as you can see the slope of person 3 and 4 are the same for a brief 
period. Person 1 travels the furthest out of the household which do not have any context within 
this specific graph.   
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Figure 28: travel Behavior 4 Person HH 
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7. MTC Results 
The MTC region has approximately just over 8 million people.  That is just under half of 
the population of the SCAG region. MTC is a 9 county Metropolitan Organization which has a 
higher number of larger cities than SCAG does but does not have a super city like the city of Los 
Angeles which has 4 times the population of the San Jose which is the largest city in the bay. The 
travel behavior of the bay area is slightly different from Los Angeles because places like San 
Francisco and San Jose have geographical constraints like wetlands where there are bridges to 
connect the areas unlike with LA. Public transit in the Bay area like BART, MUNI, and the 
Caltrain are used at higher frequencies than in the SCAG region.  
Figure 29 shows that the mean travel time in the MTC region is 19 minutes which is 3 
minutes shorter than the SCAG region and 75% of trips are within 21 minutes. This is not a 
significant difference but with more frequent trips this can accumulate. The average trip distance 
in MTC is 9.1 miles which is slightly lower than SCAGs travel distance by 1 mile. 75% of the 
trips are taken in 7 miles.  The trip activities are shown in Figure 32 which indicates that most 
activities are at home based just like with the SCAG data.  
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Figure 29: Trip Duration 
    Min. 1st Qu.  Median    Mean 3rd Qu.    Max.    NA's  
   1.00    7.00   13.00   18.98   21.00  800.00   39362  
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Trip Distance 
 
Figure 30: Trip Distance 
     Min.  1st Qu.   Median    Mean     3rd Qu.  
    0.00     0.89     2.47     9.06     6.95  
 
1. SINGLEVAR1Maa<-ggplot(MTCBAY, aes(x=trip_distance_miles, fill=..count..)) +     
2.   geom_histogram(bins=100) +     
3.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "red", high = "blue")     
4. SINGLEVAR1Maa+xlim(0,50)    
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Figure 31: Trip distance Color 
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Figure 32: Trip Type MTC 
1 Home 
2 Work 
3 School 
4 
Quick 
Stop 
5 Other 
 
 Figure 33 shows a similar finding as to the data from SCAG that as the trip duration 
increases so does the trip distance but there are some outlies which could have something to do 
with congestion in certain parts of the Bay Area. Figure 35 shows the mean of the number of 
people in a household in the MTC region. The mean is about 2 people per household and on 
average people take 3.8 trips and go to 3.8 locations per day. This is slightly higher than the 
SCAG region average trips which is 3.4. Figure 36 shows the most frequent arrival and departure 
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times and it shows that 0800 is the most common time which makes sense since it is part of the 
rush hour. All the values in this chart fall within peak hour traffic which shows the frequency of 
when people decide to travel. Figure 37 shows the activity counts and the activity duration for 
the MTC region which was 1.67 activities done and 335 minutes on average for activities per 
day. This probably has a heavy weight towards home based and work-based activities because 
these are usually the only activities that people will spend 5.6 hours doing. Sleep is also included 
in the home-based activities since the survey starts at 0300.   
 
Figure 33: Trip Duration Vs Trip Distance 
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Figure 34: Trip Distance and Duration 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Person Number Trip Number and Place Number 
 
 
Figure 36: Arrival and Departure MTC 
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Figure 37: Activity Count and Duration 
 
 Data was analyzed to evaluate the most common cities and zip codes that were travelled 
to. From the data analysis it was found that the most frequent zip code used was 94558 which is 
shown in Figure 38, 42, and 43. This is in the Napa Valley area which the zip codes travelled to 
vary vastly on racial demographics. San Francisco and San Jose were the most common cities 
travelled to by all groups except African Americans where Oakland was the highest frequent city 
travelled to within this demographic. It is hard to determine why Oakland is the most popular 
city to be travelled to within this demographic, but Oakland has a high concentration of African 
Americans and black owned business out of any other city in the Bay area.  Also, more data was 
analyzed on the county id which in general county 85 Santa Clara county has the most trips and 
activities performed in them and that stays true across most demographics except African 
American and Pacific Islanders. It was found that African Americans and Pacific islander’s 
activities are mostly carried in Alameda County which the City of Oakland and numerous 
smaller bay cities reside in. Contra Costa County which encompasses the eastern Bay area has 
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the second highest travel activities done by African Americans shown in figures 43,44, 46, and 
table 16.  
 
Figure 38: Most Travelled Zip Code 
 
 
Figure 39: Residence Type 
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Figure 40: Average Tour 
By MTC County 
1. #COUNTY ID   
2. MTCBAY$county_id<-factor(MTCBAY$county_id)   
3. Top.countyM<-c('1','13','41','55','75','81','85','95','97')   
4. tempsM1<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$county_id %in% Top.countyM,]   
5. ggplot(data=tempsM1)+ geom_bar(aes(x=county_id,fill=county_id))  
 
Figure 41: County ID 
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Figure 42: Most Popular Zip and City 
 
Figure 43: Contra Costa County 
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Figure 44: Alameda County 
 
Figure 45: 94558 
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County 
1. #Pie Chart County ID   
2. ggplot(tempsM1, aes(x=factor(1), fill=county_id))+    
3.   geom_bar(width = 1)+ coord_polar(theta='y',start=0,direction = 1)   
 
Figure 46: County Pie Chart 
 
County          
Alameda 
Contra 
Costa Marin Napa 
San 
Francisco 
San 
Mateo 
Santa 
Clara Solono Sonoma DK 
1 13 41 55 75 81 85 95 97 DK 
27,578 20,256 6,641 3,985 19,577 17,337 36,807 7,995 12,093 3,687 
Table 16: County ID 
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Many trips that were taken in both regions are by automobile. However, the Bay area has 
a significantly higher amount of walking and bike trips per population than the SCAG Region 
shown in Figure 47. Keep in mind that SCAG has a little more than twice the population of 
MTC. This data shows that The Bay region encourages and attracts more alternative 
transportation modes than the SCAG Region.  Also, the geography of the MTC region makes the 
zoning of areas significantly denser than the SCAG Region due to natural constraints in the bay 
where LA is very sprawled since it is relatively flat around the area.  
 Figure 49 shows the box plot of trip types in respect to the average trip distances in miles. 
For all the trip types the average trip distance was about 2 miles across the board. This is 
different from the average trip distance travelled in general because this box plot weights the 
averages of all the possible trip types which a lot of the other trip types are significantly shorter 
than work trips. 
 Figure 51 shows the frequency of activity duration which shows that many of the activities 
are done within 500 minutes or 8.3 hours which is about 3hours more than results from the 
SCAG data. Again, this chart factors all the possible activities that were performed which 
includes sleeping and working but this also can mean that people in the MTC region spend more 
time at work than people in the SCAG region.  Figure 51 and 64 shows the age bin of 
participants of the survey. MTC has a significantly larger amount of people in the 20-29 range 
participating than SCAG which could be because the Bay area has Silicon Valley and many tech 
startup firms which generally attracts younger people to that area. Figure 53 show the types of 
trips that were being made with most of the trips home-trips but there is a significant number of 
other trips that were made that are not defined. The trip purpose and gender ratio were similar 
between the two regions shown in Figure 56 and 57. More women seem to participate in surveys 
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than men. Income is shown in Figure 58 and the income of the Bay area is higher than the 
incomes of the LA area probably because the cost of living in the Bay area is slightly higher than 
the living in the LA region. Furthermore, it can be because people in the MTC region are 
significantly more educated in general compared to the residents of the SCAG region. When it 
breaks down by race African American and Native American’s income is significantly lower than 
the other racial groups which shows an equity issue which translates to housing ownership.  
Overall 81% of the survey responders own a house but when it breaks down by race African 
Americans and Native Americans have the lowest home ownership which is at 52% and 54% 
where within the white racial group 84% own their own homes. This type of racial disparity goes 
decades back to the World War II. The 1944 authorization of the Veterans Administration (VA) 
home loan program gave federal insured housing loans to WWII veterans but did not extend the 
benefit to the African American and Native American veterans. People were able to use their 
homes as collateral to build wealth which these two groups were left out of and it caused 
generational wealth disparities on top of the Redlining of property that the Federal Housing 
Administration implemented to keep African American Ghettos.  These types of past 
discriminations carried on into all aspects of life for these minority groups.  
With the Education it is shown that SCAG has a high population of people who only has a 
high school education or did not finish high school versus the MTC region, which a significant 
portion of people have a bachelor’s degree or higher. When it breaks down by racial 
demographics African Americans and Native Americans have the lowest education rates shown 
in Figure 60. Schools in the USA are funded by local property taxes so if people live in an area 
where the home values are low, poverty is high, and half of the homes are vacant than their 
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school district receives little tax money compared to a neighborhood of middle-class residents 
which disproportionally affects minority groups.  
 
1. SINGLEVARM5<-ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_histogram(aes(x=mode, ),bins =29)   
2. SINGLEVARM5+xlim(0,29)   
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Figure 47: Transit Mode 
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Transportation Mode       
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
19629 3157 71 146 63111 23483 792 385 
       
9 10 11 13 14 15 16 
194 236 305 182 144 1651 164 
        
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
164 406 41 6 48 3 22 1460 
      
25 26 27 28 29 NA's 
297 460 65 60 73 39363 
Figure 48: Transit Mode 
lookup_travelmode 
id description 
1 Walk 
2 Bike 
3 Wheelchair / Mobility Scooter 
4 Other Non Motorized 
5 Auto / Van / Truck Driver 
6 Auto / Van / Truck Passenger 
7 Carpool / Vanpool 
8 Motorcycle / Scooter / Moped 
9 Taxi / Hired Car / Limo 
10 Rental Car/Vehicle 
11 Private Shuttle (Supershuttle, Employer, Hotel) 
12 Greyhound Bus 
13 Plane 
14 Other Private Transit 
15 Local Bus, Rapid Bus 
16 Express Bus / Commuter Bus (Golden Gate, AC Trans) 
17 Metro Orange / Silver Line 
18 School Bus 
19 Public Transit Shuttle 
20 AirBART/LAX Flyaway 
21 Dial-a-Ride / Paratransit (Access Services) 
22 Amtrak Bus 
23 Other Bus 
24 Bart, Metro Red / Purple Line 
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25 Ace, Amtrak, Caltrain, Metrolink, Coaster/Sprinter 
26 VTA,Muni Metro,Blue/Green/Gold Line,Sacrmnto. SRT 
27 Street Car / Cable Car / Trolley 
28 Other Rail 
29 Ferry / Boat 
98 Unknown 
99 Unknown 
 
 
Figure 49: Box Plot of Trip Distance to Type 
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Figure 50: County ID Frequencies 
 
1. SINGLEVARM3<-ggplot(MTCBAY, aes(x=act_dur, fill=..count..)) +   
2.   geom_histogram(binwidth=60) +   
3.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "purple", high = "red")   
4. SINGLEVARM3+xlim(0,1500)+ylim(0,12000)   
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Figure 51: Activity Duration 
 
 
1. #AGE GRAPHS   
2. MTCBAY$age<-factor(MTCBAY$age)   
3. Top.AgeM<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10')   
4. tempsM2<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$age %in% Top.AgeM,]   
5. ggplot(data=tempsM2)+ geom_bar(aes(x=age,fill=age))  
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Figure 52: Age Bin  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 to 9 
10 to 
19 
20 to 
29 
30 to 
39 
40 to 
49 
50 to 
59 
60 to 
69 
70 to 
79 
80 to 
89 
90 to 
99 
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Figure 53: Trip Type 
 
 
Figure 54: Transportation Mode 
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Figure 55: Activities 
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Figure 56: Trip Purpose All Outcomes 
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Figure 57: Trip Purpose Bar 
 
 
Figure 58: Gender 
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1. #INCOME BAR Graph   
2. MTCBAY$income<-factor(MTCBAY$income)   
3. Top.income<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10')   
4. tempsM<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$income %in% Top.income,]   
5. ggplot(data=tempsM)+ geom_bar(aes(x=income,fill=income))  
 
Figure 59: Income Grouping 
id description 
1 $0 to $9,999 
2 
$10,000 to 
$24,999 
3 
$25,000 to 
$34,999 
4 
$35,000 to 
$49,999 
5 
$50,000 to 
$74,999 
6 
$75,000 to 
$99,999 
7 
$100,000 to 
$149,999 
8 
$150,000 to 
$199,999 
9 
$200,000 to 
$249,999 
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10 $250,000 or more 
11 DK 
12 RF 
 
Education 
1. MTCBAY$education<-factor(MTCBAY$education)   
2. Top.education<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6')   
3. tempsm3<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$education %in% Top.education,]   
4. ggplot(data=tempsm3)+ geom_bar(aes(x=education,fill=education))   
 
Figure 60: Education Grouping 
lookup_education 
i
d description 
1 Not a high school graduate, 12 grade or less (THIS INCLUDES VERY YOUNG CHILDREN TOO) 
2 High school graduate (high school diploma or GED) 
3 Some college credit but no degree 
4 Associate or technical school degree 
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5 Bachelors or undergraduate degree 
6 Graduate degree (includes professional degree like MD, DDs, JD) 
7 OTHER, SPECIFY 
8 DK 
9 RF 
 
 
Figure 61: Income Pie Group 
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Figure 62:  Type of Residence That is Resided in MTC  
lookup_residencetype 
id description 
1 Single family house not attached to any other house 
2 
Single family house attached to one or more houses (townhouse, duplex, triplex) each with 
separate entry 
3 A mobile home 
4 Building with 2-4 apartments/ condos / studios /rooms 
5 Building with 5-19 apartments/ condos / studios / rooms  
6 
Building with 2 or more apartments/ condos / studios / rooms [NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: 
includes dorms, etc.] 
7 Boat, RV, Van, etc. 
8 Other specify  
9 DK 
10 RF 
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Figure 63: Home Own 
Home 
Own  
1 
Own 
/Buying 
2 Rent 
7 Other 
8 DK 
9 RF 
 
81%
19%
0%
Home Own
1
2
7
8
9
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Figure 64: Age Bin 
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Figure 65: Counties Pie Chart 
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Residence Type 
1. MTCBAY$residence_type<-factor(MTCBAY$residence_type)   
2. Top.residenceM<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6')   
3. tempsM4<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$residence_type %in% Top.residenceM,]   
4. ggplot(data=tempsM4)+ geom_bar(aes(x=residence_type,fill=residence_type))  
 
Figure 66: Residence Type 
lookup_residencetype 
id description 
1 Single family house not attached to any other house 
2 
Single family house attached to one or more houses (townhouse, duplex, triplex) each with 
separate entry 
3 A mobile home 
4 Building with 2-4 apartments/ condos / studios /rooms 
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5 Building with 5-19 apartments/ condos / studios / rooms  
6 
Building with 2 or more apartments/ condos / studios / rooms[NOTE TO INTERVIEWERS: 
includes dorms, etc.] 
7 Boat, RV, Van, etc. 
8 Other specify  
9 DK 
10 RF 
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8. Conclusion  
 It was found that the travel time and distance between the MTC and SCAG region varied 
slightly.  SCAG has an average Travel Time and distance of 20.82 minutes and 7.9 miles. MTC 
has an average travel time and distance of 19 minutes and 9.1 miles.  This shows that driving in 
the bay area is faster than driving in the LA region. SCAG area has one of the worst congestions 
in the world. MTC region has a population that is higher educated than the SCAG region and 
people tend to walk, bike, and use transit more frequently than the SCAG region.  Residents in 
the MTC region own housing at an 81% rate versus SCAG residents house ownership is at 75%.  
Also, MTC has a younger population and higher average income than the SCAG region based 
off the survey results. The proportions of trip types are similar in both regions which means most 
trips are home-based trip activities. There is a significant racial disparity when it comes to 
ownership of property, travel mode, and the counties that the minority group resides in. It shows 
that these underrepresented groups tend to live in the cheapest areas which Alameda and Contra 
Costa Counties are the cheapest in the MTC Region.  
 Regression Model 4 shows the strongest significant correlation of all the models ran 
between race income and education. The results show that Native Americans are the lowest in 
education followed by African Americans, but the education only slightly changes with a higher 
education. The results from the data also shows that the white racial group commutes the longest 
distance which was tied to that demographics tending to live in suburban settings away from the 
urban zones and they have significantly higher income than other racial groups except with the 
Asian group.   
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9. Appendices 
Appendix A 
 
Appendix  A: MAP of California MPOs 
Appendix  B  
Appendix B MTC CODE 
1. # Code that works for Assigning Trip type   
2. #1<- Home Activities   
3. #2<- Work Activities   
4. #3<- School Activities   
5. #4<- Quick Stops   
6. #5<- Other Activities   
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7. MTC$TripType<-ifelse(MTC$purpose<=8,1,   
8.                          
9.                       ifelse(MTC$purpose>=9 & MTC$purpose<16,2,   
10.                              ifelse(MTC$purpose>=17 & MTC$purpose<20,3,   
11.                                     ifelse(MTC$purpose>=21 & MTC$purpose<24,4,5   
12.                                     ))))   
13.   
14. #R SCRIPT WITH Details to reset tour number   
15.    
16. MTCBAY = MTC#[1:100,]   
17. MTCBAY$tour <- NA   
18. MTCBAY$personID <- paste(MTCBAY$sampno,MTCBAY$perno)   
19. MTCBAY[1,26] = 1   
20. for(i in 2:nrow(MTCBAY)){   
21.   if (MTCBAY[i,2] == MTCBAY[i-1,2]){# sample   
22.     if(MTCBAY[i,3] == MTCBAY[i-1,3]){# person   
23.       if(MTCBAY[i,25] != 1){# trip   
24.         MTCBAY[i,26] <- MTCBAY[i-1,26]   
25.       }else if(MTCBAY[i,25] == 1 && MTCBAY[i-1,25] == 1){   
26.         MTCBAY[i,26] <- MTCBAY[i-1,26]   
27.       }else{   
28.         MTCBAY[i,26] <- MTCBAY[i-1,26] + 1   
29.       }   
30.     }else{   
31.       MTCBAY[i,26] <- 1   
32.     }   
33.   }else{   
34.     MTCBAY[i,26] <- 1   
35.   }   
36. }   
37.   
38. #u = unique(test$sampno)   
39. #u[1]   
40.   
41. #hh <- test[which(test$sampno == u[13]),]   
42. #name <- unique(hh$perno)   
43.   
44. #for(i in 1:max(name)){   
45. #  counter <- 1   
46. #  p = hh[which(hh$perno == i),]   
47. #  if(nrow(p) == 1){   
48. #  }   
49. #  if(nrow(p) == 2){   
50. #    p$tour <- counter   
51. #  }   
52. #  if(nrow(p) >= 3){   
53. #    n <- nrow(p)   
54. #    for(i in 1:n){   
55. #         
56. #    }   
57. #  }   
58.   
59. #}   
60. Trip.Types<- c('Home', 'Work', 'School', 'Quick Stops', 'Other')   
61.    
62. Trip.Types<- c('1', '2', '3', '4', '5')   
63.    
64. tempM<-MTCBAY[MTCBAY$TripType %in% Trip.Types, ]   
65. #labels=c('Home', 'Work', 'School', 'Quick Stops', 'Other')   
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66.   
67. #seeing relationships between distance and trip duration   
68. ggplot(data=tempM)+ geom_bar(aes(x=TripType))   
69.    
70.    
71. DisM<-ggplot(data = MTCBAY)+geom_density(aes(x=trip_distance_miles),bins=50)    
72. DisM+xlim(0,50)    
73.   
74.   
75.   
76. #SAMPLING FOR SCAG BASED ON RACE   
77.    
78.    
79. randomSample = function(test,n) {    
80.   return (test[sample(nrow(test), n),])   
81. }   
82.    
83. smallerDF<-randomSample(test,10000)   
84.   
85. #Sample From SMaller DF 20 from each race   
86.    
87. SAMPSCAGFRAME<-
smallerDF[c(598:608,703:710,755:758,6977:6982,6994:7009,7198:7213,7269:7273,7799:7806,7
808:7810,7856:7865,8477:8507), ]   
88. #SAMPSCAGFRAME22<-smallerDF[598,]   
89. #SAMPSCAGFRAME22   
90.   
91.   
92. # Reorder By RACE for RANDOM SAMP   
93. smallerDF<-arrange(smallerDF,race1)   
94.   
95. #Fit a Reg Model using RACE+INCOME   
96.   
97. #Create Linear Models for MTCBAY   
98. names(MTCBAY)   
99. attach(MTCBAY)   
100. MTCBAY$race1= as.factor(MTCBAY$race1)   
101. CatRace<-
cut(MTCBAY$race1, break= c('1','2','3','4','5'), labels=c("White","Black","Native","Asi
an", "Pacific Islander"))   
102. CatRACE<(MTCBAY$race1,c("1","2","3","4","5"))                   #("White","Black
","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander")    
103. #("1","2","3","4","5")   
104.    
105. modelm1<- lm(trip_distance_miles~race1+income)   
106. summary(model1)   
107.    
108.    
109. modelM11<-lm(formula = trip_distance_miles~ log(income))   
110. summary(model11)   
111.    
112.    
113. modelM111<- lm(log(trip_distance_miles)~race1+income)   
114. summary(model111)   
115.   
116.   
117.   
118.   
119.   
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120.   
121. #Export DATA   
122. write.table(SAMPSCAGFRAME,file = "SAMPSCAGFRAME.csv",sep=",")   
123. write.table(smallerDF,file = "smallerDF.csv",sep=",")   
124.   
125.   
126.   
127.   
128.   
129.   
130.   
131.   
132.   
133.   
134.   
135.   
136.   
137.   
138.   
139.   
140.   
141.   
142.   
143. #Other plots Density   
144. #tRIP DURATIOn vs trip Distance   
145. #LM   
146. plotM1lm<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY) + geom_point(aes(x=trip_distance_miles, y=prev_trip_duration_min)) 
  
147. plotM1lm+xlim(0,200)   
148. #lOG MODEL   
149. plotM1log<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY) + geom_point(aes(x=trip_distance_miles, y=prev_trip_duration_min))+
scale_x_log10()   
150. plotM1log+xlim(0,200)   
151.    
152. plotM2<-ggplot(data=MTCBAY) + geom_point(aes(x=race1, y=mode))   
153. plotM2+xlim(0,5)+ylim(0,29)   
154.    
155. plotM2   
156.   
157. #Pi Chart   
158. ggplot(temp, aes(x=factor(1, fill=TripType))+   
159.          geom_bar(width = 1)+ coord_polar(theta = 'y'))   
160.   
161.   
162. #Pie Chart of Race Percentages   
163. pie + scale_fill_brewer("Blues") + blank_theme +   
164.   theme(axis.text.x=element_blank('Race1'))+   
165.   geom_text(aes(y = racdata/3 + c(0, cumsum(racdata)[-length(racdata)]),    
166.                 label = percent(racdata/100)), size=5)   
167.   
168. #SINGLE VARIABLE GRAPHICS   
169. #X=TRips Distances Frequency   
170. SINGLEVARM1<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_histogram(aes(x=trip_distance_miles),bins =100)+   
171. SINGLEVARM1+xlim(0,50)   
172.    
173. SINGLEVAR1Maa<-ggplot(MTCBAY, aes(x=trip_distance_miles, fill=..count..)) +     
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174.   geom_histogram(bins=100) +     
175.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "red", high = "blue")     
176. SINGLEVAR1Maa+xlim(0,50)     
177.   
178.   
179.   
180.   
181. #Trip Time BARGRAPH   
182. SINGLEVARM2<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_histogram(aes(x=prev_trip_duration_min),bins =20)   
183. SINGLEVARM2+xlim(0,100)   
184.    
185.    
186. SINGLEVAR2Ma<-ggplot(MTCBAY, aes(x=prev_trip_duration_min, fill=..count..)) +   
187.   geom_histogram(binwidth=4.5) +   
188.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "green", high = "blue")   
189. SINGLEVAR2Ma+xlim(0,100)   
190.   
191. #Activity Duration   
192. SINGLEVARM3<-ggplot(MTCBAY, aes(x=act_dur, fill=..count..)) +   
193.   geom_histogram(binwidth=60) +   
194.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "purple", high = "red")   
195. SINGLEVARM3+xlim(0,1500)+ylim(0,12000)   
196.   
197. #County ID   
198.    
199. SINGLEVAR4<-ggplot(MTCBAY, aes(x=county_id, fill=..count..)) +   
200.   geom_histogram(binwidth=5) +   
201.   scale_fill_gradient("Legend",low = "yellow", high = "orange")   
202. SINGLEVAR4+xlim(0,120)   
203.    
204. SINGLEVAR4Ma<-ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_density(aes(x=county_id),bins=7)   
205. SINGLEVAR4Ma+xlim(0,120)   
206.   
207.   
208. #COUNTY ID   
209. MTCBAY$county_id<-factor(MTCBAY$county_id)   
210. Top.countyM<-c('1','13','41','55','75','81','85','95','97')   
211. tempsM1<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$county_id %in% Top.countyM,]   
212. ggplot(data=tempsM1)+ geom_bar(aes(x=county_id,fill=county_id))   
213. #          + geom_text(aes(label=county_id),vjust=1.5, color="black", size=5)   
214.   
215. #Pie Chart County ID   
216. ggplot(tempsM1, aes(x=factor(1), fill=county_id))+    
217.   geom_bar(width = 1)+ coord_polar(theta='y',start=0,direction = 1)   
218.   
219.   
220.   
221.   
222. #County ID VS travel Distance   
223.    
224. SINGLEVAR4Mb<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_point(aes(x=county_id,y=trip_distance_miles))   
225. SINGLEVAR4Mb+xlim(0,120)+ylim(0,1000)   
226.    
227. SINGLEVAR4Mc<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_point(aes(x=act_dur,y=trip_distance_miles,color=race1))   
228. SINGLEVAR4Mc+xlim(0,120)+ylim(0,100)   
229.    
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230. SINGLEVAR4Md<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_point(aes(x=county_id,y=trip_distance_miles,color='deeppink3')
)   
231. SINGLEVAR4Md+xlim(0,115)+ylim(0,100)   
232.   
233. #ggplot(SCAGDATAFORTHESIS)+aes(x=county_id,y=trip_distance_miles,colour=race1)+ 
  
234. #  geom_point()+facet_grid(~age)   
235.    
236. SINGLEVARM5<-ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_histogram(aes(x=mode, ),bins =29)   
237. SINGLEVARM5+xlim(0,29)   
238.    
239.    
240. SINGLEVARM5<-ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_density(aes(x=mode),bins =29)   
241. SINGLEVARM5+xlim(0,29)   
242.   
243. #INCOME BAR Graph   
244. MTCBAY$income<-factor(MTCBAY$income)   
245. Top.income<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10')   
246. tempsM<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$income %in% Top.income,]   
247. ggplot(data=tempsM)+ geom_bar(aes(x=income,fill=income))   
248. #Pie Chart Income   
249. ggplot(tempsM, aes(x=factor(1), fill=income))+    
250.   geom_bar(width = 1)+ coord_polar(theta='y')   
251.   
252.   
253.   
254.   
255. #Income Vs Trip Distance   
256.    
257. DUALVARM1<-
ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+geom_point(aes(x=income,y=trip_distance_miles))+   
258.   scale_x_continuous(breaks=c(1, 2, 3, 4,5,6,7,8,9,10),   
259.                      labels=c("0-9.99K","10K-24.99K","25K-34.99K","35K-
49.99K","50K-74.99K","75K-99.99K","100K-149.99K","150K-199.99K","200K-
249.99K","250K+"))   
260. DUALVARM1+xlim(0,10)+ylim(0,100)   
261.    
262.    
263.    
264. xplotfM<-ggplot(data=MTCBAY)+ geom_bar(aes(x=race1))+   
265.   scale_x_continuous(breaks=c(1, 2, 3, 4,5,97,98,99),   
266.                      labels=c("0-
9999","","Native American","Asian","Pacific Islander","Other","DK","RF"))   
267.   
268. #AGE GRAPHS   
269. MTCBAY$age<-factor(MTCBAY$age)   
270. Top.AgeM<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10')   
271. tempsM2<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$age %in% Top.AgeM,]   
272. ggplot(data=tempsM2)+ geom_bar(aes(x=age,fill=age))   
273.   
274.   
275.   
276. #Education   
277. MTCBAY$education<-factor(MTCBAY$education)   
278. Top.education<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6')   
279. tempsm3<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$education %in% Top.education,]   
280. ggplot(data=tempsm3)+ geom_bar(aes(x=education,fill=education))   
281.   
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282.   
283. #Resident Type   
284.    
285. MTCBAY$residence_type<-factor(MTCBAY$residence_type)   
286. Top.residenceM<-c('1','2','3','4','5','6')   
287. tempsM4<- MTCBAY[MTCBAY$residence_type %in% Top.residenceM,]   
288. ggplot(data=tempsM4)+ geom_bar(aes(x=residence_type,fill=residence_type))   
289.   
290.   
291. #Trip distance   
292. BOXM<-
ggplot() + geom_boxplot(data=MTCBAY,aes(x=TripType,y=trip_distance_miles),fill='2')   
293. BOXM+ylim(0,10)   
294.    
295. BOXM2<-
ggplot() + geom_density(data=MTCBAY,aes(x=trip_distance_miles),fill='2')   
296. BOXM2+xlim(0,25)   
297. summary.table(MTCBAY$trip_distance_miles)   
298.    
299.    
300. gdM<-
ggplot(data = MTCBAY)+geom_density(aes(x=prev_trip_duration_min),fill='3', bins=50)   
301. gdM+xlim(0,100)   
302.   
303.   
304.   
305.   
306. #UNIQUE VALUES   
307.    
308. uM = unique(MTCBAY$sampno)   
309. uM[1]   
310.    
311. hhM <- MTCBAY[which(MTCBAY$sampno == uM[13]), ]   
312.    
313.    
314. nameM <- unique(hhM$perno)   
315.    
316.    
317.    
318. racecountM<-unique(MTCBAY$race1)   
319.   
320. #conver to Factors   
321. race<-as.factor(MTCBAY$race1)   
322.    
323. homeowner<-as.factor(MTCBAY$home_own)   
324.    
325. purpose<-as.factor(MTCBAY$purpose)   
326.    
327. genders<-as.factor(MTCBAY$gender)   
328.    
329. countyid<-as.factor(MTCBAY$county_id)   
330.    
331. modes<-as.factor(MTCBAY$mode)   
332.    
333. incomes<-as.factor(MTCBAY$income)   
334.    
335. tours<-as.factor(MTCBAY$tour)   
336.    
337. houseowns<-as.factor(MTCBAY$home_own)   
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338.    
339. Citymovement<-summary(MTCBAY$city)   
340.    
341. Ages<-as.factor(MTCBAY$age)   
342.    
343. residence<-as.factor(MTCBAY$residence_type)   
344.    
345. tripty<-as.factor(MTCBAY$TripType)   
346.   
347. #OUTPUT    
348.    
349. sink("summary_outputM.txt")   
350. print(names(MTCBAY))   
351. print(summary(MTCBAY))   
352. sink()   
353.    
354.    
355. sink("race_outputM.txt")   
356. print(names(race))   
357. print(summary(race))   
358. sink()   
359.    
360. sink("purpose_outputM.txt")   
361. print(names(purpose))   
362. print(summary(purpose))   
363. sink()   
364.    
365. sink("genders_outputM.txt")   
366. print(names(genders))   
367. print(summary(genders))   
368. sink()   
369.    
370. sink("Mode_outputM.txt")   
371. print(summary(modes))   
372. sink()   
373.    
374. sink("income_outputM.txt")   
375. print(summary(incomes))   
376. sink()   
377.    
378.    
379. sink("tour_outputM.txt")   
380. print(summary(tours))   
381. sink()   
382.    
383.    
384. sink("homeownM.txt")   
385. print(summary(houseowns))   
386. sink()   
387.    
388. sink("citymovementM.txt")   
389. print(summary(test$city))   
390. sink()   
391.    
392. sink("zipM.txt")   
393. print(summary(test$zipcode))   
394. sink()   
395.    
396.    
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397. sink("AgesM.txt")   
398. print(summary(Ages))   
399. sink()   
400.    
401.    
402. sink("residentM.txt")   
403. print(summary(residence))   
404. sink()   
405.    
406. sink("triptyoesM.txt")   
407. print(summary(tripty))   
408. sink()   
409.  
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Appendix C  SCAG Code 
# Code that works for Assigning Trip type   
1. #1<- Home Activities   
2. #2<- Work Activities   
3. #3<- School Activities   
4. #4<- Quick Stops   
5. #5<- Other Activities   
6. SCAG$TripType<-ifelse(SCAG$purpose<=8,1,   
7.                                       
8. ifelse(SCAG$purpose>=9 & SCAG$purpose<16,2,   
9. ifelse(SCAG$purpose>=17 & SCAG$purpose<20,3,   
10. ifelse(SCAG$purpose>=21 & SCAG$purpose<24,4,5   
11.                                                  ))))   
12.   
13. #R SCRIPT WITH Details to reset tour number   
14.    
15. test = SCAG#[1:100,]   
16. test$tour <- NA   
17. test$personID <- paste(test$sampno,test$perno)   
18. test[1,26] = 1   
19. for(i in 2:nrow(test)){   
20.    if (test[i,2] == test[i-1,2]){# sample   
21.      if(test[i,3] == test[i-1,3]){# person   
22.        if(test[i,25] != 1){# trip   
23.          test[i,26] <- test[i-1,26]   
24.        }else if(test[i,25] == 1 && test[i-1,25] == 1){   
25.          test[i,26] <- test[i-1,26]   
26.        }else{   
27.          test[i,26] <- test[i-1,26] + 1   
28.        }   
29.      }else{   
30.        test[i,26] <- 1   
31.      }   
32.    }else{   
33.      test[i,26] <- 1   
34.    }   
35. }   
36.   
37. #u = unique(test$sampno)   
38. #u[1]   
39.   
40. #hh <- test[which(test$sampno == u[13]),]   
41. #name <- unique(hh$perno)   
42.   
43. #for(i in 1:max(name)){   
44. #  counter <- 1   
45. #  p = hh[which(hh$perno == i),]   
46. #  if(nrow(p) == 1){   
47. #  }   
48. #  if(nrow(p) == 2){   
49. #    p$tour <- counter   
50. #  }   
51. #  if(nrow(p) >= 3){   
52. #    n <- nrow(p)   
53. #    for(i in 1:n){   
54. #         
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55. #    }   
56. #  }   
57.     
58. #}   
59.     
60.      
61. #SAMPLING FOR SCAG BASED ON RACE   
62.    
63.    
64. randomSample = function(test,n) {    
65.   return (test[sample(nrow(test), n),])   
66. }   
67.    
68. smallerDF<-randomSample(test,10000)   
69.   
70.   
71. # Reorder By RACE for RANDOM SAMP   
72. smallerDF<-arrange(smallerDF,race1)   
73. #Sample From SMaller DF 20 from each race   
74.   
75.   
76.   
77.   
78. #SAMPSCAGFRAME<-
smallerDF[c(598:608,703:710,755:758,6977:6982,6994:7009,7198:7213,7269:7273,7799:7806,7
808:7810,7856:7865,8477:8507), ]   
79.   
80.   
81. #SAMPSCAGFRAME<-
smallerDF[c(598:608,703:710,755:758,6977:6982,6994:7009,7198:7213,7269:7273,7799:7806,7
808:7810,7856:7865,8477:8507), ]   
82. #SAMPSCAGFRAME22<-smallerDF[598,]   
83.   
84.   
85. #NEW SAMP FRAMEs   
86. SAMPSCAGFRAME<-smallerDF[c(598:638,6768:6798,7212:7242,7832:7862,8455:8485), ]   
87. #SAMPSCAGFRAME22<-smallerDF[598,]   
88.   
89. #SAMPSCAGFRAME22<-smallerDF[598,]   
90. #SAMPSCAGFRAME22   
91. #Turn race into factor from numeric   
92. as.factor(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1)   
93.   
94.   
95. #Fit a Reg Model using RACE+INCOME   
96.   
97. #Create Linear Models for SAMPSCAGFRAME   
98. names(SAMPSCAGFRAME)   
99. attach(SAMPSCAGFRAME)   
100. SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1= as.factor(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1)   
101. #CatRace<-cut(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1,c('1','2','3','4','5'))    
102.              #labels=c("White","Black","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander"))   
103. ####SAMPO REGRESSION   
104. SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f<- factor(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1)   
105. is.factor(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f)   
106.   
107.   
108. #summary(lm(write~race.f, data=SAMPSCAGFRAME))   
109.   
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110. #MODEL of TRIP DISTANCE~income+RACE   
111. ########## Dependent Var~ 2 Independent VAr   
112. model1<- lm(trip_distance_miles~income+race.f, data = SAMPSCAGFRAME)   
113. summary(model1)   
114.   
115.   
116. #PLOT f1   
117.    
118. LMplot1<-
plot(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="1"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$trip_distance_miles[
SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="1"], col=2,pch=16, ylim=c(0,20),   
119.      xlim=c(0,10), xlab="Income",ylab = "Trip Distance",   
120.      main = "TripDistance VS Income,Race")   
121.   
122. #POINTS FOR f2    
123.    
124. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="2"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$trip_distan
ce_miles[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="2" ], col=3,pch=16)   
125.   
126. # Points for f3   
127. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="3"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$trip_distan
ce_miles[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="3" ], col=4,pch=16)   
128.   
129. # Points for f4   
130. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="4"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$trip_distan
ce_miles[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="4" ], col=5,pch=16)   
131.   
132. #Points for f5   
133. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="5"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$trip_distan
ce_miles[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="5" ], col=6,pch=16)   
134.   
135. #ADD LEGEND   
136. #par(xpd=T, mar=par()$mar+c(0,0,0,10))   
137. #legend(locator(1),legend=c("White","Black","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander"
), col=2:6,pch=1, cex=.8)   
138.   
139. #REGRESSION LINE   
140. #LINE F1   
141. abline(a=6.8,b=-0.044,col=2, lwd=3)   
142. #LINE F2   
143. abline(a=5.92,b=-0.044,col=3, lwd=3)   
144. #LINE F3   
145. abline(a=5.23,b=-0.044,col=4, lwd=3)   
146. #Line F4   
147. abline(a=8.76,b=-0.044,col=5, lwd=3)   
148. #Line F5   
149. abline(a=9.7,b=-0.044,col=6, lwd=3)   
150.    
151. par(xpd=F)   
152. legend(x=0,y=20,legend=c("White","Black","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander"), 
col=2:6,pch=1, lty=1,bty="n",lwd=3)   
153.   
154. #CatRace<-
(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1,c("1","2","3","4","5"))                   #("White","Black","Nativ
e","Asian", "Pacific Islander")    
155.     
156. #LM of Trip Duration VS Income, Race   
157. model2<- lm(prev_trip_duration_min~income+race.f, data = SAMPSCAGFRAME)   
158. summary(model2)   
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159. #("1","2","3","4","5")   
160. # Graph for trip Duration VS Income, Race   
161. LMplot2<-
plot(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="1"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$prev_trip_duration_m
in[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="1"], col=2,pch=16, ylim=c(0,105),   
162.               xlim=c(0,10), xlab="Income",ylab = "Trip Duration",   
163.               main = "Trip Duration VS Income,Race")   
164.   
165. #POINTS FOR f2    
166.    
167. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="2"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$prev_trip_d
uration_min[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="2" ], col=3,pch=16)   
168.   
169. # Points for f3   
170. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="3"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$prev_trip_d
uration_min[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="3" ], col=4,pch=16)   
171.   
172. # Points for f4   
173. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="4"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$prev_trip_d
uration_min[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="4" ], col=5,pch=16)   
174.   
175. #Points for f5   
176. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="5"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$prev_trip_d
uration_min[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="5" ], col=6,pch=16)   
177.   
178. #REGRESSION LINE   
179. #LINE F1   
180. abline(a=14.03,b=0.22,col=2, lwd=3)   
181. #LINE F2   
182. abline(a=21.75,b=0.22,col=3, lwd=3)   
183. #LINE F3   
184. abline(a=19.87,b=0.22,col=4, lwd=3)   
185. #Line F4   
186. abline(a=22.96,b=0.22,col=5, lwd=3)   
187. #Line F5   
188. abline(a=25.24,b=0.22,col=6, lwd=3)   
189.    
190.    
191.    
192. par(xpd=F)   
193. legend(x=0,y=20,legend=c("White","Black","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander"), 
col=2:6,pch=1, lty=1,bty="n",lwd=3)   
194.   
195.   
196.   
197.   
198.   
199.   
200.   
201. #LM of PREV Trip Dur Min VS INCOME RACE   
202. model3<- lm(education~income+race.f, data = SAMPSCAGFRAME)   
203. summary(model3)   
204.    
205. LMplot3<-
plot(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="1"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$education[SAMPSCAGFR
AME$race.f=="1"], col=2,pch=16, ylim=c(0,10),   
206.               xlim=c(0,10), xlab="Income",ylab = "Education",   
207.               main = "Education VS Income,Race")   
208.   
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209.   
210. #POINTS FOR f2    
211.    
212. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="2"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$education[S
AMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="2" ], col=3,pch=16)   
213.   
214. # Points for f3   
215. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="3"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$education[S
AMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="3" ], col=4,pch=16)   
216.   
217. # Points for f4   
218. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="4"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$education[S
AMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="4" ], col=5,pch=16)   
219.   
220. #Points for f5   
221. points(SAMPSCAGFRAME$income[SAMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="5"],SAMPSCAGFRAME$education[S
AMPSCAGFRAME$race.f=="5" ], col=6,pch=16)   
222.   
223. #REGRESSION LINE   
224. #LINE F1   
225. abline(a=3.52,b=0.0044,col=2, lwd=3)   
226. #LINE F2   
227. abline(a=3.01,b=0.0044,col=3, lwd=3)   
228. #LINE F3   
229. abline(a=2.04,b=0.0044,col=4, lwd=3)   
230. #Line F4   
231. abline(a=3.68,b=0.0044,col=5, lwd=3)   
232. #Line F5   
233. abline(a=3.39,b=0.0044,col=6, lwd=3)   
234.   
235.   
236.   
237.   
238.   
239.   
240.   
241. #model1<- lm(trip_distance_miles~race1+income)   
242. #summary(model1)   
243.   
244.   
245. #Turn race into factor from numeric   
246. as.factor(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1)   
247.   
248.   
249. #Fit a Reg Model using RACE+INCOME   
250.   
251. #Create Linear Models for SAMPSCAGFRAME   
252. names(test)   
253. attach(test)   
254. test$race1= as.factor(test$race1)   
255. #CatRace<-cut(SAMPSCAGFRAME$race1,c('1','2','3','4','5'))    
256. #labels=c("White","Black","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander"))   
257. ####SAMPO REGRESSION   
258. test$race1<- factor(test$race1)   
259. is.factor(test$race1)   
260.   
261.   
262. #summary(lm(write~race.f, data=SAMPSCAGFRAME))   
263.   
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264. #MODEL of TRIP DISTANCE~income+RACE   
265. ########## Dependent Var~ 2 Independent VAr   
266.   
267.   
268.   
269. #LM with all data points included   
270. model4<- lm(trip_distance_miles~income+race1, data = test)   
271. summary(model4)   
272.   
273. #LM Plot   
274. LMplot4<-
plot(test$income[test$race1=="1"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="1"], col=2,pch=
16, ylim=c(0,100),   
275.               xlim=c(0,10), xlab="Income",ylab = "Trip Distance",   
276.               main = "TripDistance VS Income,Race")   
277.   
278. #POINTS FOR f2    
279.    
280. points(test$income[test$race1=="2"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="2" ], 
col=3,pch=16)   
281.   
282. # Points for f3   
283. points(test$income[test$race1=="3"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="3" ], 
col=4,pch=16)   
284.   
285. # Points for f4   
286. points(test$income[test$race1=="4"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="4" ], 
col=5,pch=16)   
287.   
288. #Points for f5   
289. points(test$income[test$race1=="5"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="5" ], 
col=6,pch=16)   
290.   
291. #Points for f97   
292. points(test$income[test$race1=="97"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="97" ]
, col=7,pch=16)   
293.   
294. #Points for f98   
295. points(test$income[test$race1=="98"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="98" ]
, col=8,pch=16)   
296.   
297. #Points for f99   
298. points(test$income[test$race1=="99"],test$trip_distance_miles[test$race1=="99" ]
, col=9,pch=16)   
299.   
300. #REGRESSION LINE   
301. #LINE F1   
302. abline(a=10.79,b=0.01,col=2, lwd=3)   
303. #LINE F2   
304. abline(a=9.35,b=0.01,col=3, lwd=3)   
305. #LINE F3   
306. abline(a=8.53,b=0.01,col=4, lwd=3)   
307. #Line F4   
308. abline(a=9.17,b=0.01,col=5, lwd=3)   
309. #Line F5   
310. abline(a=11,b=0.01,col=6, lwd=3)   
311. #LINE F6   
312. abline(a=9.2,b=0.01,col=7, lwd=3)   
313. #Line F7   
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314. abline(a=6.31,b=0.01,col=8, lwd=3)   
315. #Line F8   
316. abline(a=9.02,b=0.01,col=9, lwd=3)   
317.    
318. par(xpd=F)   
319. legend(x=0,y=350,legend=c("White","Black","Native","Asian", "Pacific Islander","
Other","DK","RF"), col=2:9,pch=1, lty=1,bty="n",lwd=3)   
320.   
321.   
322. #Frequency of Counties    
323. SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$county_id<-factor(SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$county_id)   
324. Top.county<-c('25','37','59','65','71','111')   
325. temps1<- SCAGDATAFORTHESIS[SCAGDATAFORTHESIS$county_id %in% Top.county,]   
326. ggplot(data=temps1)+ geom_bar(aes(x=county_id,fill=county_id))   
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